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ABSTRACT 

The use of the Web application (World Wide Web) has many positive effects on education. It 

overcomes time and space limitations in traditional schools. Teachers and students are now using 

the Web to access vast amounts of information and resources in the cyberspace. Also, learning 

via the Web enables both synchronous and asynchronous communication. Despite of many 

benefits of the Web, it may weaken student motivation due to lack of face-to-face 

communication. In this paper, we provide a learning model called Web Project Learning, which 

is based on the principles of constructivism, to provide motivation and collaborative learning for 

students in the Web environment. The model is based on the Project-Based Learning model and 

revised for use on the Web. The model can also encourage the participation of parents as well as 

student and be applied to any subject. We implement our model and show that it can be applied 

for environmental education as an instance. 

Keywords— Term Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency, Web Learning.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Educational Data Mining is an emerging discipline that focuses on applying Data Mining 

methods and techniques to educationally related data[13]. The discipline focuses on analyzing 

educational data to develop models for improving learning experiences and institutional 

effectiveness. A literature review on educational data mining follows, which covers topics such 

as student retention and attrition, personal recommender systems with in education and how data 

mining can be used to analyze course management system data[9]. Gaps in the current literature 

and opportunities for further research are presented. EDM is growing at a very fast pace. The 

main aim of EDM is to develop methods to explore the unique type of data that comes from 

educational institutes and to use those methods to better understand the students and their 

learning environments[11]. All types of educational data independent of their source have 

multiple levels of meaningful hierarchy which is determined by properties in the data itself and 

not in advance. Other issues like time, sequence, and context also plays important roles in the 

study of educational data[9]. International Educational Data Mining Society has been formed 

with an aim to support collaboration and scientific development in this area[17]. To realize its 
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objectives EDM society organizes a series of conferences, bringing out a journal, development of 

community resources for sharing of data and techniques. EDM deals with mining of large data 

sets of educational data to answer educational research questions[10]. These data sets may come 

from learning management systems, interactive learning environments, intelligent tutoring 

systems[4], or any system used in a learning context. The types of data ranges from raw log files 

to eye – tracking devices and other sensor data. EDM is interdisciplinary research application 

and may require adaptation of existing or development of new approaches that build upon 

techniques from a combination of areas like statistics, psychometrics, machine learning, 

information retrieval, recommender systems and scientific computing[6]. This survey features 

some of the innovative and fascinating basic and applied research centered on data mining, 

education and learning technologies[4]. Survey works may include diverse set of papers 

spanning the field of Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence[21], Learning Technologies, 

Education, Linguistics and Psychology. These papers study application of data mining to analyze 

data generated by various information systems supporting learning or education. They also deal 

with EDM applications with an actual impact on the future of learning and teaching[22]. Papers 

are contributed by researchers from computer science, machine learning and data mining, 

artificial intelligence in education, intelligent tutoring systems, education, learning sciences, 

psychometrics, statistics and cognitive psychology[12]. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Katrina Sin and Loganathan Muthu discussed about the ―Application of big data in educational 

data mining and learning analytics[12].―Usage of learning management systems in education has 

been increasing in the last few years[11]. Students have started using mobile phones, primarily 

smart phones that have become a part of their daily life, to access online content. Student's online 

activities generate enormous amount of unused data that are wasted as traditional learning 

analytics are not capable of processing them. This has resulted in the penetration of Big Data 

technologies and tools into education[4], to process the large amount of data involved. This study 

looks into the recent applications of Big Data technologies[14].In education and presents a 

review of literature available on Educational Data Mining and Learning Analytics. D.Fatima, Dr. 

Sameen Fatima, Dr.A.V.Krishna Prasad should present the―A Survey on Research work in 

Educational Data Mining ―is an emerging discipline that focuses on applying Data Mining tools 

and techniques to educationally related data[24]. The discipline focuses on analyzing educational 

data to develop models for improving learning experiences and institutional effectiveness[1]. A 

literature review on educational data mining follows, which covers topics such as student 

retention and attrition, personal recommender systems with in education and how data mining 

can be used to analyze course management system data[20]. Gaps in the current literature and 

opportunities for further research are presented. 

Agathe MERCERON and Kalina YACEF explain this paper‖ Educational Data Mining: a Case 

Study‖ we show how using data mining algorithms can help discovering pedagogically relevant 

knowledge contained in databases obtained from Web-based educational systems. These findings 

can be used both to help teachers with managing their class, [14]understand their students’ 

learning and reflect on their teaching and to support learner reflection and provide proactive 

feedback to learners. Thakaa Z. Mohammad, AbeerM.Mahmoud, El-Sayed M. El-Horbart, 

Mohamed I.Roushdy and Abdel-Badeeh M. Salem can described‖ An Intelligent Educational 

Data Mining Classification Model for Teaching English for Slow Learner Students‖[22] with the 

educational data mining is an emerging interdisciplinary field. Therefore, it is deeply connected 
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to a number of research areas containing adaptive hypermedia, intelligent and adaptive web-

based educational systems[21], intelligent tutoring systems, and other online courses mining 

systems. In addition, its applications demand taking into consideration the academic aspects of 

the system and the learner background and classification[3]. The slow learners’ students suffer  

from low rate of understanding and they are considered a sub branch of disability students who 

need special models of teaching and hence special models of evaluation[10]. This paper presents 

a study on building an intelligent educational data mining classification model that is designed 

for teaching English for slow learner’s students in order to obtain the most effective learning 

pattern and achieve an improvement in their performance[10]. Thus the proposed IEDM-SL 

system can be significance for helping the slow learners and also, save effort and time for the 

teachers of slow learners. A.S.Arunachalam and T.Velmurugan [24], papers discussed in this 

survey will give the detailed thought of educational data mining and core paths of EDM. The 

techniques and tools discussed in this survey will provide a clear cut idea to the young 

educational data mining researchers to carry out their work in this field. Ananthi Sheshasaayee, 

and G. Thailambal [25] discusses the text mining using machine learning were and so many 

researchers combined these algorithms to improve the accuracy. 

3. DATA MINING APPROACHES IN PREDICTION OF STUDENTS PERFORMANCE  

The educational data mining is an emerging interdisciplinary field. But there is a clear need for 

the learning environment’s design to utilize the chance provided by the internet where certainly, 

the online learning environment is not just the changing of print-based material to online 

delivery[14]. The slow learners’ students suffer from low rate of understanding and they are 

considered a sub branch of disability students who need special models of teaching and hence 

special models of evaluation[14]. Web-learning is the topic related to the virtualized distance 

learning by means of electronic communication mechanisms. 

Web-learning is used today on different educational levels they are, 

• Online learning today  

• No Boundaries, No Restrictions  

• Cost effective  

• It Just Fits!  

There are various web-learning solutions from open source to commercial. 

There are two main entities involved in an educational system: 

• The user and 

• The admin. 

3.1 Architecture 

The educational data mining implementation on the data allows generating a set of advantages, 

efficient flexible and mutual advantages, we propose the architecture illustrated in this system 

generally consists of cloud computing and a smart agent, with the data, learners can now access 

to the books, exercises, etc., in the private data  institution anywhere and anytime; the 

community between the institutions have in reducing the cost, and creating a vast exchange 

space; learners can use the virtual labs, ask questions on the discussion forums, and view 

available online courses, videos, tutorials available in educational data community. Teachers 
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from different institutions treat together the set of resources that will be available students in 

different institution, also make the virtual open lab available for all practical works, researches, 

tests and measure. 

The search engine process as generalized category with a web application, 

 
Figure 1. Searching full text indices 

3.2 Problem Statement 

The educational data mining is an emerging interdisciplinary field. But there is a clear need for 

the learning environment’s design in order to utilize the chance provided by the internet where 

certainly[2][26], the online learning environment is not just the changing of print-based material 

to online delivery. The slow learners’ students suffer from low rate of understanding and they are 

considered a sub branch of disability students who need special models of teaching and hence 

special models of evaluation. 

3.3 Classification  

Classification follows an assigned data mining strategy that uses pre classified attributes in order 

to build a model that is capable of collecting huge records of data.  This technique uses neural 

network based classification or decision tree algorithms in general. Data classification involves 

learning of data and then followed by classification. In the process of learning training data they 

are analyzed using algorithm[18]. In order to predict the accuracy of the proposed rule, 

classification is performed on the test data.  

Classification is so far the best and the most natural data mining technique we ever had[8].  

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is also the best method so far to analyze collected students' 

information. EDM analyses the data collected through a survey and retrieves information 

through classification technique in order to predict and classify students' academic performance 

in the future[9]. 

4. DATA MING TECHNIQUES 

The proposed system is achieved through implemented four main phases.  

These are 

Phase:1 (development of English E-course) 
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Phase: 2 (database design & implementation), 

Phase: 3 (collecting data) and  

Phase:4 (Applying Mining technique). 

For teaching English e-course, the results showed that the student who followed the pattern 

(Reading- Writing – Speaking – Grammar) reached the highest academic achievement’s rates, 

(79.5%.and above).The present working system is very critical as the educational institutes are 

increasing day by day & which is creating a gap between the educational institutes & the 

industrial requirements, however the technological enhancement in terms of the cloud computing 

can fill up the gap by providing free or paid training to the user using the system not requiring 

any addition. 

 

ADMIN LOGIN 

STEP 1: Admin will add the students. 

STEP 2: Add books by admin with the required Id. 

STEP 3: Add the student report with full details. 

STEP 4: Admin can view feedback form (positive or negative category) 

STEP 5: View report to all trainer and students and, View the feedback. 

ALGORITHM USED 

The algorithms used in this module are, 

1. Term frequency 

2. Inverse document frequency              

Tf-Idf algorithms:  Machine Learning: Text feature extraction (tf-idf). In information retrieval 

or text mining, the term frequency – inverse document frequency (also called tf-idf), is a well 

know method to evaluate how important is a word in a document. Tf idf are is a very interesting 

way to convert the textual representation of information into a Vector Space Model (VSM), or 

into sparse features, we’ll discuss more about it later, but first, let’s try to understand what is tf-

idf and the VSM. 
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We define the term-frequency as a counting function: 

            (1) 

Where the  is a simple function defined as: 

         (2) 

So, what the   returns is how many times is the term  is present in the document d . An 

example of this, could be  since we have only two occurrences of the term 

―sun‖ in the document d4  .  

Each dimension of the document vector is represented by the term of the vocabulary, for 

example,  the  represents the frequency-term of the term 1 or  (which is our ―blue‖ 

term of the vocabulary) in the document d2 . 

Let’s now show a concrete example of how the documents d3 and d4  are represented as vectors. 

This evaluates to:  

 

5. IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES 

5.1 Mining assessment data  

Optimal and Worst-Case performance of Mastery Learning Assessment with BKT: By 

implementing mastery learning[1], ITS aim to present students with exactly the amount of 

instruction they need to master a concept[7]. Determination of mastery is imperfect. A standard 

method is to set a threshold for mastery representing a level of certainty that the student has 

attained mastery. 

5.2 Skill Estimation 

A Data-Driven Approach‖, describes a framework for modeling user's behavior. The proposed 

system learns he states that this type of modeling will help in understanding learning processes 

of the user who interacts with the system and in adapting the learning environment to the 

user[19]. 

5.3 Collecting Data 

All lessons were developed by our effort where they contain image, sound and emotions that 

together form an attractive lesson environment and also consider the simulation of the slow 

learner student’s way of thinking and connectivity between various contents and without forcing 

a specific order to be followed by the slow learner’s students. Ex: some students start with 

reading section while others start with listening section and so on. 

5.4 Recommendation 
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For every lesson, we developed a quiz for reporting the understanding degree of each student. 

Additionally, a final exam is also maintained to report the best access pattern of teaching[15]. 

For concluding the steps and  the final quizzes and exams marks of each student are stored in our 

system database for further analysis on teaching patterns and arrangement of quizzes and hence a 

better future recommendation for both teachers and students[5]. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The application of educational data mining and benefits of web-learning in the in learning 

environment. It can be concluded that, we can create an Learning application model based on 

data computing by means of computing mass data storage, high-speed computing 

capabilities[11], as well as its ideal allocation and the sharing mode of resources. This paper 

study presented a framework for studying the effectiveness of using mobile computing 

application in learning. Web-Learning application model based on computing will not stop its 

pace to proceed. As the computing technologies become more sophisticated and the applications 

of educationally computing become increasingly widespread, web-Learning will certainly usher 

in a new era of educational computing. 
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